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TV2U ANNOUNCES FIRST-STAGE SMART HOME EXPANSION INTO CHINA 

 
The Board of Directors of TV2U International Limited (ASX TV2: “TV2U”) announce plans to penetrate and extend its 
reach into the SMART Home markets.  A business plan supporting the expansion will leverage TV2U’s penetration into 
consumer video and media sectors, including countries around the world providing next-generation SMART Home 
devices and services.  

Current TV2U Non-Executive Director Alan Boyd, will provide a leading role to assist in setting up the new business 
line. Boyd will join Chairman Nick Fitzgerald and CEO Andy Brown in firstly developing and implementing a roll-out 
strategy to quickly position TV2U into a leadership role in China. 

Their work begins immediately, with an introduction to a number of the main players in the market, facilitated through 
Boyd’s contact network. Next week Boyd, Fitzgerald and Brown will visit Shenzhen, China’s electronics capital, to meet 
a number of companies including the Shenzhen Ruihe Construction and Decoration Company who Boyd describes as 
“the world’s most advanced building company”.   

He says, “I’ve been working with Ruihe for some time now and am constantly amazed at the buildings they design. 
They’ve built some of the world’s most iconic and modern buildings but are not well known outside China.  Ruihe are 
famous for their building ‘beautification’. Their buildings are stunning.  We will work with them to make the insides of 
the building as unforgettable as the outsides. The Ruihe Tower in Shenzhen isn’t just one of the most memorable 
buildings in the world, it’s also one of the smartest – or at least it’s learning to be.” 

As a part of the overall plan, TV2U will work with Boyd’s network of contacts in China to bring some of the world’s 
most innovative SMART Home technologies to potential customer audiences around the world.  

Boyd is well known in technology circles as former Head of Acquisitions at Microsoft for many years where he reported 
directly to Bill Gates and was influential in Microsoft’s early product strategy.  In 1986 he was invited to visit China by 
former Vice Premier Madam Wu Yi and has been a leading technology advisor and investor in China ever since.  Since 
2011, he has been closely involved with the Chinese government’s program to build 300 new SMART Cities which has 
become the global focal point for next-generation SMART Home, SMART Office, SMART Building and SMART City 
technologies. 

An expert in Intellectual Property law, investment and acquisitions, Boyd has spent the past decade acquiring 
technologies that can be used in the Chinese government’s SMART City program.  His network of companies in China 
range from architectural services to artificial intelligence, transportation and energy management. 

According to Boyd, “Twenty million people a year move from the countryside to cities in China.  To put it in perspective 
that’s about 80% of the population of Australia.  Every year. These migrants can’t keep moving to the big cities so the 
Chinese government has to build new cities. It has a plan to build 300 new cities. These are to be “SMART Cities”. 
China’s problem is it doesn’t have all the technologies needed to design, build and operate modern SMART Cities. 
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We’ve worked with the government for many years now to close the gap. Over the years we’ve become experts in 
SMART City technologies. 

“One of the key technologies we design into our SMART Cities is a Service Delivery Platform – an integrated network 
of digitally delivered services including telecoms, eCommerce, education, financial services, healthcare, telemedicine, 
eGovernment and, of course, TV, media and entertainment. TV2U’s platform and modular approach is exactly what’s 
needed to build these services on top of. We’ve been talking about this for quite some time and this was the reason 
that I joined TV2U in the first place.  There’s a very good fit.” 

TV2U Chairman Nick Fitzgerald commented: “Alan’s background and network of contacts in China will help TV2U 
assess opportunities very quickly.  The SMART Home market is one of the fastest growing and potentially one of the 
biggest in the world. SMART Homes effectively pay for themselves in reduced energy consumption and better 
conservation.  Right now there’s not a lot of competition – we don’t know of any other company combining media 
and entertainment with digital services and SMART Home.  This is a very big opportunity and it’s important we grow 
it quickly but sustainably, to take our place as a highly substantial provider of services.  

The new SMART Home business line could potentially contribute to revenues as early as this calendar year.  Now that 
we have a firm overall strategy for the expansion of the business lines within TV2U, the visit to China represents our 
commitment to expand the business with confidence.” 

 

INVESTOR ENQUIRIES: 

Corporate Communications : David Adams 
Email: david@tv2u.com 

ABOUT TV2U 

TV2U is a global complete entertainment platform that enables businesses, such as telecommunications companies, 
to quickly and easily offer streaming content to their customers. The service includes movies, television programs, 
karaoke content and games through an encrypted channel for enhanced copyright protection. TV2U also offers unique 
real-time viewership analytics to enable businesses to send highly targeted advertising to end-users to maximise their 
revenue streams. TV2U is changing the face of online entertainment and advertising. 
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